VersaIMAGETM products to create Distribution CDs
VersaIMAGE Single User or Network version
• VersaIMAGE interfaces with ISIS compatible film and paper scanners. Paper scanners may
be single sided or duplex (both sides), slow or high speed, with or without batch control
cards. VersaIMAGE contains an extensive paper scanner image management module for
single, batch, rescan, QC and indexing functions. VersaIMAGE interfaces also with standard
microfilm cameras, with or without Bar Code capabilities.
• VersaIMAGE offers manual or fully automatic microfilm scanning/printing with automatic
electronic file folder generation for indexed blips or image marks. VersaIMAGE automatically
creates electronic file folders on multi-level, blipped microfilm with automatic insertion of
scanned images into appropriate new electronic folders. Scanned images may easily be
written to CD-R for image distribution purposes via the VersaIMAGE CD pre-mastering software module. For bank applications VersaIMAGE offers “check-stacking” combining front
and back of selected check images in a single image.
• VersaIMAGE contains universal CAR microfilm management. VersaIMAGE drives virtually
all competitive automatic microfilm retrieval controllers on the market today. A unique “dropdown” computer screen controller keyboard offers customary microfilm retrieval and scanning functions! With the use of microfilm scanners one may limit microfilm retrievals to onetime only events. A microfilm scanner must scan all images first before it can display, fax,
email or print images. All such scanned images may then be stored and cross-referenced
automatically in the VersaIMAGE database. Thus VersaIMAGE allows continued conversion
of film images to digital images in normal daily use. Additionally, VersaIMAGE’s automatic
film conversion mode converts entire rolls or sections of microfilm to digital, often distributed images!
VersaIMAGE 32 Platinum SQL version
Client-Server database, requires MS SQL 7.0 Supports all VersaCAR and versaIMAGE features including multiple databases, film readers and cameras, data and image import/export,
lookup append, email, batch and roll scanning, multiple indexing modes, CD pre-mastering,
bar code, OCR zone read, roll film sort, high power crop and image correction module.
Includes MASTER/REFERENCE database table feature using Microsoft SQL ODBC calls.
This product requires SQL be installed on a server with appropriate licenses which are not
included in our price schedule.
New! VersaIMAGE-GOLD and GOLD/PLUS version
Includes versaIMAGE functions and the optional OCR text recognition engine for Tiff to
full image text conversion and “fuzzy” text search capability.
Dealer:

MicroImage, Inc.
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